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Here are some “thorny” club problems. How might you approach these without getting pricked?!!
    1.       A member continuing to exhibit unacceptable behavior, even after repeated 
counseling or warning that such behavior cannot be tolerated in the club (sometimes resulting 
in other members leaving the club simply because they opt not to deal with the difficult 
individual)!!
    2.       Often members are apprehensive to take on roles early and clubs don't know how to 
handle new member firsts - how to prepare members to be successful in their first time roles!!
    3.       A new member is pushed into speaking before they are ready, do a poor job, and quit 
coming to the club!!
    4.       New members is excited and wants to give a speech at every meeting.  when denied 
undiplomatically, they quit!!
    5.       New members don't understand Toastmasters jargon, reasons for protocol, acronyms, 
procedures and processes!!
    6.       The dual track and toastmasters club and district leadership hierarchy are not familiar  
to the new member!!
    7.       The new member does not understand or appreciate the area/division/ district roles 
and functions, and international!!
    8.       The club does not reach out in a warm and friendly manner!!
    9.       The club is so busy trying to be efficient and perfect that it doesn't take time to nurture 
new members!!
    10.   The club does not devote time to pomp, circumstance, recognition, induction 
ceremonies!!
    11.   The new member does not know how to begin finding speech subjects!!
    12.   The new member does not know how to craft a speech and practice it!!
    13.   The new member tries speaking or roles but is not successful and decides to quit!!
    14.   The new member is thrust into a leadership position or a speech contest because 
warm bodies are needed!!
    15.   Unprepared, failure happens or the person is overwhelmed

Kudos & thanks to Sue Worden, Joe Jarzombek, and Paul White who shared this list with me so that we might “keep it real.”!
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